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- Demonstrate novel technologies across a 

range of agricultural settings

- Focus on providing real-time environmental 

data through the internet of things (IoT)

- Supporting the adoption of emerging 

technologies in these industries

- Research and development of tools that fill 

gaps in agricultural technologies

Climate Smart Pilots

Fisheries

Irrigated cropping

Livestock

Horticulture



- Running since Dec 2019

- Network of in-situ sensors (10 buoys and 

2 weather stations)

- Provides:

- Water temperature

- Salinity

- Air temperature, wind, rainfall etc.

- Additional  temperature sensors are 

provided to farmers for deployment in 

areas of particular concern

Clyde River Pilot

Website

Buoy on river

We are here



- Decisions were made in consultation with 

oyster farmers

- Identified salinity, temperature, feed 

availability and rainfall as key metrics

- Deployment is based on harvest areas 

and NSW Food Authority sampling sites

- Closest available real-time weather over 

25km away (Moruya Airport)

Clyde River Pilot



- Probe captures salinity and water 

temperature data (15 minute intervals)

- Data is transmitted via the node

- Maintained every three months

- Sensors survive around 1 year if 

wrapped in a stocking (and maintained)

- Sensors can be repaired by 

manufacturer

Sensors
Buoy after 3-months

C4E – Salinity & Temperature



State of the River Reporting

- Automated report, first version released in the 

past month

- Extend the value that real-time data can provide

- Provide historical reference

- Combine information from multiple NSW 

government agencies

- Aims to provide greater transparency on data

https://dpiclimate.github.io/pilot-reports/

Web-interface

PDF Report

No login required
Two versions

https://dpiclimate.github.io/pilot-reports/


- Summary of current conditions

- Average fortnightly trend, providing context 

of trajectory

- Context provided for “bad” data values (an 

inevitability of IoT)

- Ability to report issues

Current conditions & trends in 
Environmental Variables
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- Simplify and/or enhance data accessibility

- Min & max identified as key insights growers 

require

Alternative data views

Hourly Salinity Trend



- Farmers identified upstream flow data of 

interest in rainfall events

- Rain may not fall on the Clyde but may fall 

upstream (impacting salinity & water 

temperature)

- Data is provided by NSW Water 

- Famers have identified the use of historical 

data to provide context on real-time data

Upstream Discharge Rates

Drought Years



- Data observed from 1967 to 1973 (50 years 

ago)

- Contains average, min, max monthly water 

temperature

- Enables a comparison with recent history

- Provides context on what to expect in the 

next month

- Along with discharge rate, provides some 

historical reference data

Historical context



- Improve upon these reports (analysis and data 

curation)

- Identify other data sources of interest

- Get input from other oyster farming regions around 

the usefulness of real-time reporting

- If you are interested in signing up to our email list 

to get State of the River Reports

- Have any comments about the reports

Project status



Team involved:

- Dr Allen Benter

- Matt Pierce 

- David Taylor

- Ben Sefton

- Thomas Karbowiak

- Mal Kul

- Michael Middleton 

- Gwen Garrad

Clyde River growers

Thank you

Project management

Software development

Technician

Communications


